European Digital Innovation Hubs
Digital Europe Programme
Guidelines for Expressions of Interest for National the
Designation Process
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1. Introduction
The digital transformation of the economy is key for Europe to remain competitive internationally.
As part of the next long-term EU budget (2021-2027) the Commission has proposed Digital Europe, a
programme focused on building the strategic digital capacities of the EU and on facilitating the wide
deployment of digital technologies.
European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIH) will play a central role in the Digital Europe Programme to
stimulate the broad uptake of Artificial Intelligence (AI), High Performance Computing (HPC) and
Cybersecurity and as well as advanced Digital Skills and other digital technologies by industry in
particular SMEs and midcap companies and public sector organisations in Europe.
The Government is committed to providing support and opportunities for companies in Ireland and
the public sector to continually increase their level of digital transformation through access to national
and European expertise as part of the European Digital Innovation Hubs in Digital Europe Programme.
The programme provides a framework to network and share expertise internationally with EDIH across
Europe. The hubs will also contribute to completing the Digital Single Market.
The European Commission along with Member States will co-fund a network of EDIHs across Europe
starting in 2021. It is currently anticipated that there will be up to 2-3 EDIHs (budget permitting) in
Ireland with a good regional spread over the period of the Programme.
This document provides direction for organisations or consortiums interested in applying for the EDIH
programme. Interested parties must familiarise themselves fully with the rules of the European Digital
Innovation Hubs in Digital Europe Programme and ensure they are in a position to apply for the
Restricted Call from the Commission prior to submitting a proposal to the EDIH Expression of Interest
Call.
Important Note
Please note as the MFF and the Digital Europe Programme have not
yet been adopted, details of this programme can potentially be
changed and amended until the MFF and the Digital Europe
Programme is adopted

For Further information contact Enterprise Ireland at edih@enterpriseireland.com
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2. Purpose of the Guidelines for Applicants
This guide provides an overview and information to organisations and/or groups of organisations
who are interested in EDIH in the Digital European Programme, information includes:
 links to material on the European Commission’s European Digital Innovation Hubs in Digital
Europe Programme website
 information on the two-step selection process of the hubs as follows:
1. Member States will designate a list of proposed EDIHs through a competitive process
2. The designated hubs will then be invited to respond to a restricted Commission call
for proposals
 detailed information on the evaluation process for step 1 of the selection process, - the
Member State designation through a competitive EDIH Expression of Interest Call. Following
the evaluation process, the successful 3 candidates will be recommended to the Commission
to go forward to the closed process.
Below are links to the European Commission and Irish Government website, where full details of the
EDIH programme can be found including its context, aims and objectives, the selection process and
eligibility requirements.
The European Commission has developed a document that explains how the EDIH will be implemented
in the Digital Europe Programme together with a FAQ document.
Applicants must familiarise themselves fully with the rules of the programme and also consider
carefully the related content.
European Commission: ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/european-digital-innovation-hubsdigital-europe-programme-0
Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment: https://enterprise.gov.ie/en/What-WeDo/Innovation-Research-Development/European-Digital-Innovation-Hubs/

3. European Digital Innovation Hubs in Digital Europe Programme Overview
3.1 European Digital Innovation Hubs (EDIHs):
As part of the Digital Europe Programme, the European Commission, together with the Member
States, will establish a network of European Digital Innovation Hubs to support businesses and
organisations in their digital transformation and to disseminate the latest advances in cybersecurity,
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and High-Performance Computing (HPC).
The EDIHs will be “one stop shops” with a research and technology organisation (RTO) or university
lab at the core, that help companies (notably SMEs) and the public service become more competitive
in their business/production processes, products or services by providing access to research
infrastructure, technical expertise and experimentation, so that companies can “test before invest”.
It is critical applicants for the EDIH designated list have the capabilities, experience, expertise and a
proven track record of working with large numbers of SMEs annually on their digital transformation to
become more competitive and can clearly demonstrate the impact of their engagement with SMEs.
As well as research facilities and extensive expertise, EDIHs will also provide innovation services, such
as financing advice, and the training and skills development necessary for a successful digital
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transformation. Environmental issues will be taken into account, in particular with regard to energy
consumption and low carbon emissions. The EDIHs should also assist companies access digital
technologies that contribute to the European Green Deal. It is currently anticipated that there will be
2-3 EDIHs in Ireland (budget permitting). Given the importance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its
wide application in all sectors, the Commission expects at least one hub selected from each country
will specialise in AI.

3.2 The Digital Europe Programme
The Commission developed the Digital Europe Programme in June 2018. The programme will run from
2021-2027 and will focus on building the strategic digital capacities of the EU and on facilitating the
wide deployment of digital technologies for Europe's citizens and businesses. Within this framework,
the aim of the European Digital Innovation Hub network is to provide companies and public sector
organisations across Europe with support, expertise and training so they can benefit from digital
opportunities.

4. Funding:
While agreement has not yet been reached on the final budget, the Commission currently foresees
funding in the form of a grant for a duration of 3 years with the possibility of reapplying at the end of
the grant duration for an additional period of 4 years. The Commission proposes to invest between
€0.5 million and €1 million per year in each hub. Member states are required to providing matching
resources. The Irish Government proposes to make additional funding available for this initiative. The
amount of grant funding will be contingent on the final agreed Commission budget for the Programme.

5. Criteria:
An EDIH will be a not-for-profit one-stop-shop to support companies (notably SMEs) and the public
sector in their digital transformation. An EDIH should have a research and technology organisation or
university lab at its core, and have capacity in one or more of the following areas



Artificial Intelligence (AI)
High Performance Computing (HPC)
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Cybersecurity.

Applications are being sought from established organisations and consortia, with a proven track record
in supporting SMEs with close to market, in market training, digital skills, problem solving, networking
and implementation of digital technologies.
These are the key digital technologies supported under the Digital Europe Programme (DEP). Basic
competencies around one or more of these technologies is required. Given the importance of Artificial
Intelligence and its wide applicability in all sectors, the Commission expects that at least one of the
Hubs selected in each country will specialise in AI.
An EDIH can either be a single organisation, or a coordinated group of organisations with
complementary expertise working together as an EDIH. For the purpose of our national network of
Hubs, the organisation/s involved must be legal entities established in Ireland.
At the core of the EDIH there is expected to be an RTO or university lab offering in collaboration with
partners, services such as:


Test before invest: The group of services enabling test before invest may include: awareness
raising, digital maturity assessment, demonstration activities, visioning for digital
transformation, fostering the integration, adaption and customisation of various technologies,
testing and experimentation with digital technologies (software and hardware), knowledge
and technology transfer. Special focus will be on key technologies promoted in Digital Europe
Programme Artificial intelligence, High Performance Computing and Cybersecurity.



Skills and training: To ensure the appropriate level of digital skills within the supported
organisations in order to make the most of digital innovations technologies, services should
include advertising, hosting or providing training, boot-camps, traineeships, as well as
supporting the implementation of the short-term advanced digital skills training course and
job placements developed as part of the DEP Advanced skills pillar.



Support to find investments: This category of services may include access to financial
institutions and investors, supporting the use of InvestEU and other relevant EU financing
mechanisms, in close co-operation with the foreseen Invest EU Advisory Hub, and the EEN. For
the public sector in particular, as one of the largest purchases of ICT, this service could
furthermore provide support to leverage the purchasing power of the public sector,
transforming it into a large innovation buyer.



Innovation ecosystem and networking: The EDIH will act as a facilitator bring together
industry, business and administrations in need of new technological solutions on one side,
with companies, notably start-ups and SMEs, that have market-ready solutions on the other.
The EDIH will play a brokering role and bring together companies with other companies of
their value chain, with innovators, or early stage companies that want to test solutions,
suppliers of technological solutions to promote co-creation eg GovTech. The EDIH may
promote local companies where possible and will network with other EDIHs to find a matching
partner elsewhere in Europe when suitable local partners cannot be found. Hubs will
undertake regular technology scouting, in order to map the innovation ecosystem.
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Given the importance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its wide application in all sectors, the
Commission expects at least one hub selected from each country will specialise in AI. In the unlikely
event where the three highest scoring proposals do not include an AI proposal, the two highest scoring
proposals along with the highest scoring AI proposal that meets the scoring threshold will be
recommended.
The digital transformation of key sectors in Ireland is also an aspect of the EDIH programme. Ireland’s
key sectors are set out in the Research Priority Areas 2018 to 2023
Examples of current potential areas of focus for Ireland (subject to the Commission’s own assessment
of priority areas for the EDIH network), include:
DEP*

AI, HPC, or Cybersecurity

Other Technologies (as they
relate to the DEP priorities)

Examples
areas

of

application

RP Theme

Simulation, blockchain,
Supply chain integration,
applied nanotechnology, robotics,
advanced and novel materials,
other advanced manufacturing
technologies.

Industry 4.0
Circular economy

Manufacturing and
materials

Remote
sensing,
photonics,
biotechnology,
hardware
automation and control systems.

Precision farming; Smart and
Sustainable Food Production
and Processing

Food/Agri-Tech

Sensor technologies, low power
wireless networks, electric
transport, smart construction,
environmental and systems
monitoring.

Sustainable manufacturing
and business processes,
resource efficiency,
decarbonising the energy
system

Energy, Climate
Action and
Sustainability

Blockchain, machine learning,
data visualisation technologies.

Digital solutions for
governments; innovative
service offerings, service
delivery, and business
processes

Innovation in
Services and
Business Process

Advanced materials, data
analytics, nanotechnology, smart
sensors, additive manufacturing,
biotechnology.

Health analytics, connected
health, digitised health
systems, medical devices,
diagnostics, therapeutics.

Health and
Wellbeing

Future Networks, Internet of
Things, Data Analytics, Robotics,
Machine Learning, Digital
Platforms, AR/VR.

Multiple – cross sectoral

ICT

*Digital Europe Programme priorities

Any EDIH in Ireland which receives a grant will be monitored on a regular basis (e.g. every 12 or 18
months) by the Commission and Enterprise Ireland. The EDIH will be required to produce an activity
report and a description of the extent to which they fulfil their Commission KPI targets in line with the
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EU grant agreement and the Enterprise Ireland requirements (targets to be determined and set out in
the Commission Call).

6. European Commission Selection Process:
The European Commission has proposed a two-step selection process for the network of EDIHs as
follows:
1. Member States will designate a list of proposed EDIHs through a competitive process
2. The designated hubs will then be invited to respond to a restricted Commission call for
proposals.
Based on current timeframes (subject to change) the Commission has requested that Member States
designate their proposed EDIHs. It is expected that the Commission will then publish their restricted
call in Q1. A second call for designated EDIHs which are unsuccessful in the first call is expected later
in the year.

7. National Designation Selection Process:
For the purposes of the establishment of the network, Member States are asked to designate
candidate entities for the EDIH Programme through a competitive process.
DETE and Enterprise Ireland will be launching an EDIH Expression of Interest Call for organisations or
consortia interested in taking part in the Programme.
Below please find full details of the steps involved in both the national designation and European
Commission selection processes:
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Member States (Ireland)
Launches national designation
process
Propose candidate entities to
Commission further to
national designation process

European Commission

Candidate Entities

Are invited to a virtual
networking event (January). As
the Irish process will not have
been completed all interested
parties will be made aware of
the event
Launches expression of
interest
Issues a restricted call for
proposals
Submit proposals including
proof of being on list of
designated entities
Evaluates proposals with
external experts
Ranks proposals balancing
geographical, technological
and sectoral coverage
Endorse the ranked proposals
(MS committee)

8.1 Eligibility
To be eligible, the Commission requires that all designated entities should have:





appropriate competences related to the functions of the European Digital
Innovation Hubs;
appropriate management capacity, staff and infrastructure necessary to carry out
the functions;
operational and legal means to apply the administrative, contractual and financial
management rules laid down at European Union level;
appropriate financial viability, corresponding to the level of European Union
funds it will be called upon to manage and demonstrated, where appropriate,
through guarantees, issued preferably by a public authority.

8.2 Who can apply
Expressions of Interest are sought from established organisations, consortia, and groups of
organisations who have the required experience, capability, capacity, resources and can provide
extensive evidence of a track record of working with large numbers of SMEs annually. Applicants must
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demonstrate the capability for additionality through an EDIH to engage with a significant scale and
volume of SMEs during the lifetime of the programme.
At the core of an EDIH there is expected to be a research performing organisation (RPO) or HEI lab
offering technology services. Coupled with significant experience and an excellent track record of
working with large numbers of SMEs.
Applicants must familiarise themselves fully with the objectives, requirements and rules of the
European Digital Innovation Hubs in Digital Europe Programme and ensure they are in a position to
apply for the Restricted Call from the Commission prior to submitting a proposal to the National EDIH
Expression of Interest Call.

8.3 Evaluation Process and Guidelines
Overview 8.3.1
Set out below is the process for the EDIH Expression of Interest Call, the criteria to be used for
evaluating the proposals and the evaluation committee details.
The proposal and information required reflects the information requirements and level of detail of the
restricted call. Enterprise Ireland may require additional information at any time during the evaluation
and contractual process.
The evaluation process includes a proposal document and an interview. Following the evaluation
process, the successful 3 candidates will be recommended to the Commission to go forward to the
closed process.
Based on the proposal submitted and an interview in response to the EDIH Expression of Interest Call,
a ranking will be assigned to each proposal received under the following headings and relative
weightings.

Please note –
 Applications are sought from existing organisations with a strong track record and experience
of working with the SME sector. The consortium should be able to provide examples and
demonstrate the impact of their engagement with a large number of SMEs on an annualised
basis over the past three years.
 A threshold of 70% must be achieved for consideration for inclusion on the designated list for
the European Commission.
 Given the importance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its wide application in all sectors, the
Commission expects at least one hub selected from each country will specialise in AI. In the
unlikely event where the three highest scoring proposals do not include an AI proposal, the
two highest scoring proposal along with the highest scoring AI proposal that meets the scoring
threshold will be recommended.
 Enterprise Ireland may require additional information at any time during the evaluation and
contractual process.
 Clearly demonstrate how the EDIH will deliver services in addition to any engagement and
services currently being provided – ‘Test before invest’, skills & training, innovation &
networking and support to find investments.
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 The application will be evaluated under three criteria – Relevance, Implementation and Impact
– as outlined below.

Relevance - Ensure alignment with the objectives and activities as described in the work programme
and in the call for proposals, identify how your EDIH will contribute to long-term policy objectives,
relevant policies and strategies and synergies with activities at European and National level and the
extent to which the proposal can overcome financial obstacles such as the lack of market finance.
Implementation - Will consider the maturity of the proposed action and efficient use of resources, the
soundness of the implementation plan and the capacity of the applicants / consortium as a whole to
carry out the proposed work and mobilise the necessary resources.
Impact - Considers the extent to which the proposal will achieve the expected impacts listed in the
Work Programme and plans to disseminate and communicate projects results. The extent to which
the proposal will strengthen competitiveness and bring important benefits for society and the extent
to which the proposal demonstrates awareness of the environmental effects of the proposed action.

8.3.2 Application information required
Clearly demonstrate the following areas in your proposal application for the 4 functions, Test before
Invest, Skills & Training, innovation & Networking and Support to find investments.
Relevance
 describe the overall and specific objectives of the project, outline clear measurable realistic and
achievable objectives. Describe the overall concept, approach and how your proposal will
contribute to long term EU policy objectives.
 Describe in detail your EDIH, the geographical scope, sectors, targets focus, technology focus, and
how this will respond to the demand of the SMEs. How it is in line with EU policy objectives such
as Europe fit for the digital age, the European Green Deal, etc together with National / regional
policy objectives.
 Describe the set up and how your EDIH will operate, provide details of how you will build on
existing activities and infrastructure.
 Explain the services and competences you can offer and how, such as test before you invest, skills
and training support to find investment innovation ecosystems and networking opportunities
Clearly define your KPI and targets, indicating the number of companies you will engage with
during the programme
 It is expected that EDIH will have considerable and significant SME / company engagement at a
high volume, provide evidence of experience of industry engagement, the scale, nature of
activities and impact.
 Describe any regional national and international activities that will be linked to your proposal.
Implementation
 A brief overview of the overall structure of the work plan.
 Provide a work description including:
o list and describe each of the work packages
o List the major deliverables
o List the milestones
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o Identify the critical risk and mitigating actions.
 In relation to resources - outline your current research infrastructure, list the planned investment
in hardware, software and if you intend to use subcontractors.
 Provide a list of services and their associated price – this will constitute the price list necessary for
determining the amount of aid passed on to SMEs.
 Describe the consortium, how it brings together the necessary complementary expertise, how
each has a vital role in the project. Detail the capacity of the members of the consortium to carry
out the proposed work.
 Describe the proposed management structure, procedures, risk and innovation management.
Impact
Please provide examples and demonstrate a track record of working with large number of SMEs in
relation to the impacts below:
 Describe how your project will contribute to each of the expected impacts outlined in the work
plan in the short, medium and longer term. Will your EDIH trigger change / innovation? If so,
describe how and to what level of ambition beyond the current status quo.
 Clearly describe the target group, the impact and benefit for them of the project and how you will
reach out and engage with SMEs and/or the public service individually and at scale.
 Describe how the proposal will strengthen competitiveness and bring important benefits for
society.
 Describe how your project can demonstrate green / environmental / climate change issues and
the circular economy.
 Describe any barriers / obstacles that may affect the impact of the project for example regulation,
standards, financing of follow-up steps etc.
 Provide an impact and communication plan, this will be regularly updated during the project. This
will include how you will promote your EDIH, its services and results.
 Outline how your EDIH will network with other EDIHs, reach out to other parties such as SME
suppliers, investors and creative industries.
 Outline how the EDIH will deal with Intellectual Property that is generated via your services and
collaborations.
Please include the following details of consortium members – name, role, staff allocated
to the hub and infrastructure available (in tabular format).
Number

Name of entity

Role in the hub

Staff allocated
to the hub
full time
equivalents

Available
infrastructure

Please advise and provide details if the Hub is already registered with the DIH catalogue
https://s3platform.jrc.ec.europa.eu/digital-innovation-hubs-tool
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8.3.3 Interview
Interviews will take place following the passing of the deadline. These will be scheduled
and will last approximately 1 hour. Applicants will be expected to make themselves
available at the time requested. Enterprise Ireland will not be a position to offer a range
of times for interview. The format for the interview will be as follows:
1. Presentation by the consortium
2. Questions and answers

20 minutes
40 minutes

8.3.4 Weighting and scoring
A threshold of 70% must be achieved for consideration for inclusion on the designated list
for the European Commission.
Given the importance of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and its wide application in all sectors, the
Commission expects at least one hub selected from each country will specialise in AI. In the unlikely
event where the three highest scoring proposals do not include an AI proposal, the two highest scoring
proposal along with the highest scoring AI proposal that meets the scoring threshold will be
recommended.
Required Information
1 EDIH structure Consortium partners, expertise, focus, geographical reach
2 Relevance Specific objectives, overall concept and approach how aligned with EU and
national level. Outline services and competences, KPIs and targets, how the
hub will operate.
3 Implementation Proposed workplans, deliverable and milestones, details of research
infrastructure, proposed equipment. proposed management structure and
capabilities, governance structures
4 Impact Skills, experience, track record of working with large number of SMEs over a
number of years, demonstrate impact of engagement with significant number
of SMEs to date, and how as an EDIH this will differ and accelerate digital
transformation for SMEs and/or potentially the public service
5 Governance Experience of management, financial, monitoring, funding.
Total Score
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% Weighting
15
25

20

30

10
100 %

8.4 Evaluation Process
Expression of Interest proposals and the interview will be undertaken and evaluated by an Evaluation
Committee, comprising of representatives of Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment,
Enterprise Ireland and independent representatives.
The structure of the Committee will be as follows:
 Representatives of the Department of Enterprise. Trade & Employment
 Representatives of Enterprise Ireland
 2 independent representatives

9. National Designation Process timeline
The Call for Expression of Interest will close at 4pm Irish time on Wednesday, January 20, 2021
The Commission has requested that Member States designate their proposed EDIHs and have them
submit proposals by a proposed deadline of April 2021.

Useful Check List before applying.
Expression of Interest Check list
1 Has a research and technology organisation or university/HEI lab at its core.
2 Has the capabilities, experience, expertise and a proven track record of
working with large numbers of SMEs on an annual basis.
3 operational and legal means to apply the administrative, contractual and
financial management rules laid down at European Union level.
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Yes / No

